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“Universal scaleability” is the language we’ve routinely used in describing CrossFit to suggest that your grandma 
could and should be working out with us. In this issue we are not only sticking by that claim but examining it in 
some detail.

We look this month at common obstacles to CrossFit participation and some possible solutions. Chief among the 
barriers we most frequently hear expressed are a lack of familiarity or ability with the exercises, lack of equipment 
or space, and inability to complete the workout as prescribed in the workout of the day (WOD). We describe 
these as problems with the movements, equipment, and intensity.
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A Beginner’s Guide to CrossFit (continued...)

Before looking at these barriers and their solutions 
let’s further set the stage for our discussion with three 
ancillary points, the first of which is important to all 
new CrossFitters and the second and third important 
for veterans, many of whom we know have been 
frustrated by trying to introduce CrossFit to their 
friends, colleagues, or family.

First, over the past three years thousands of people 
have acquainted themselves with the CrossFit website, 
gotten the hang of our core theme of “functionality, 
intensity, and variance”, learned our basic exercises, 
acquired most of our equipment, and made amazing 
physical gains. Included among these self-starters are 
many who were initially challenged to participation by 
varying combinations of advanced age, being self-taught, 
poverty, inexperience, disability, and fear.

All of the strategies that we are offering this month have 
been fruitfully employed by a legion of CrossFitters left 

to their own devices and common sense - proving our 
stand on scaleability.

Second, if you are a regular reader of the CrossFit 
Journal it is more than likely that you are long past 
the 99th percentile for fitness even among those who 
regularly exercise. Our typical reader is seen by his 
friends, acquaintances, and family members as, quite 
frankly, a freak – a fitness freak, but still a freak. Your 
endorsement may not carry the weight you would hope 
or think it would.

Your retching behind the garage after our workouts may 
not hold the attraction for your wife that it does for you. 
When you tell your fat sergeant that these workouts 
will bring him to his knees in five minutes, you may have 
just then vaccinated him for life against ever wanting to 
even try your program. Ironically, your legendary fitness 
status may render you bizarrely unqualified for lending 
advice to your mortal friends.

Third, CrossFit presents a fitness model that is contrary 
to popular practice and is, therefore, for most people, 
scary. Nearly every aspect of our model is at odds with 
the fitness magazines and programming in commercial 
facilities. For too many people there is no greater fear 
than being out of step with the rest of their community. 
The terrible pain of “looking funny” at Gold’s or 24-
Hour Nautilus while “training like no one else” has 
made its way to our desk in dozens of emails. 

Doing CrossFit makes you a leader in the fitness 
community. You CrossFit veterans have scooped most of 
the world’s best-known trainers and coaches – be patient 
with your friends, coworkers, family, and fellow athletes.

For you beginners, unfamiliarity with our exercises, 
lack of equipment, or the blistering demands of the 
WOD are not the obstacles they might seem. Let’s give 
perspective and then offer solutions to the problems 
with movements, equipment, and intensity separately.

CrossFit is based extensively, if not exclusively, on 
functional movements. (See CrossFit Journal Issue 19, 
“What is CrossFit?” for our perspective on functional 
exercise.) As daunting as learning to snatch, clean, 
overhead squat, jerk, and muscle-up, may be, especially 
never having heard of them, they, like the rest of the 
CrossFit exercises, are movements that largely mimic 
and reproduce natural efforts like standing, throwing, 
lifting, pulling, climbing, running, and punching.

Resources

What is CrossFit? - http://crossfit.com/cf-info/

what-crossfit.html

Get Started - http://www.crossfit.com/cf-info/

start-how.html

Exercises - http://www.crossfit.com/cf-info/

excercise.html

Lynne Pitts’s Official CrossFit FAQ 

- http://www.crossfit.com/cf-info/faq.html

CrossFit Message Board - http://www.

crossfit.com/discus/messages/board-topics.html

Fighttraining - http://www.geocities.com/

fightraining/

Power Ring Training - http://www.

ringtraining.com/

Outside Magazine July 2004 - http://

outside.away.com/outside/bodywork/200407/

whitewater_rafting_workouts_1.html
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A Beginner’s Guide to CrossFit (continued...)

There is no circumstance of disability, gender, age, 
stature, weight, or fitness level that reduces the need, 
safety, or effectiveness of functional movement. This is 
not the same as saying that everyone should do muscle-
ups or even squats. Where muscle-ups are impossible, 
substituting pull-ups and dips largely preserves the 
training stimulus and prepares for the muscle-up. 
Where the hip and legs are too weak to squat, hanging 
on to a rope or racked bar with the arms for assistance 
largely preserves the training stimulus and prepares for 
the squat.

Every functional exercise contains an essential bit of 
human capacity. Due to strength or injury, often a 
particular exercise is not immediately possible. In nearly 
every case what we do is find a method to reduce the 
load to insignificant levels while preserving precisely the 
line of action or substitute movements of similar lines of 
action that will prepare for the missing capacity.

Any weightlifting exercise can be done with a broomstick 
or PVC pipe. Every bodyweight exercise can be 
substituted with gateway movements. Look what we can 
do with one of our more challenging workouts, “Diane.” 
Diane is a couplet of 225-pound deadlift and handstand 
push-ups for rounds of 21, 15, and 9 reps each. You have 
to be pretty fit to even finish the workout, much less 
do it in Matt Mast’s 3:41. If we substitute light dumbbell 
shoulder press for the handstand push-ups and use a 
broomstick for the deadlifts we could take that workout 
to the senior center.

All of the weightlifting movements can be safely, 
enjoyably, and productively self-taught. A coach or 
trainer is nice, but not always available. The key is 
committed study and practice of the basic movements. 
The resources available on and through the Internet 
are fantastic. Those who take a keen interest in these 
movements have been able to quickly establish safe and 
effective lifts. Much too much has been made of the 
potential for injury. In our view the benefits of learning 
the CrossFit lifts far outweighs the risks of learning 
them – even at home alone and uninitiated.

The CrossFit approach is to embrace, study, practice, 
and train for functional mastery. CrossFitters at every 
level are on the same path – moving from functional 
competence to functional dominance. Our almost 
complete reliance on functional movements is vital to 
the potency of the CrossFit protocol. We say, “The 
magic is in the movements”.

Where functionality defines the CrossFit path, it is 
intensity that most controls the rate of progress for 
any particular individual. Intensity is essentially the rate 
of work or power expressed in completing work. It 
correlates to heart rate and how quickly you complete 
anyWOD where we’re looking for time to completion.

The WOD is responsible for quite a bit of confusion 
about the CrossFit method. CrossFit is a strength and 
conditioning system built on constantly varied, if not 
randomized, functional movements executed at high 
intensity. The WOD is but one example, designed by 
CrossFit’s founders, of CrossFit programming. The 
WOD is designed to tax the capacities and improve the 
performance of athletes working at the outer margins 
of human capacity.

Not being able to complete a WOD doesn’t mean that 
you can’t do CrossFit. Taking a WOD and reducing the 
load, cutting the reps, dropping a set, taking longer 
rests, and sitting down three times during the workout 
is still doing CrossFit. In making these modifications the 
athlete is merely turning down the intensity.

Strength and conditioning gains come fastest for 
athletes who hold the highest average intensity over 
sustained periods. Consistency must be established at 
any general intensity level before it is appreciably turned 
up, or the specter of burnout looms. Countless people 
have after three spectacular CrossFit workouts stated 
a preference for a fiery death over coming back for a 
fourth workout. They went too hard – too intense.

This brings us to a few final important points about 
intensity. Intensity and results are directly proportional, 
but intensity and comfort are inversely proportional. 
Choosing for greater intensity is choosing for more 
fitness, but, also, greater personal sacrifice in the form 
of discomfort. Expecting elite fitness from comfortable 
efforts is naïve, while going too fast is dooming. No 
formula can sort these issues out for you; the intuition 
of athletes and coaches everywhere has smartly 
outperformed all formalized approaches.

Knowing the taste and feel of intensity is no less than 
coming face to face with the real cost of elite fitness.

The natural movements which we believe everyone can 
readily learn, even on their own, require so little equipment, 
and our simple charter of functionality, intensity, and 
variance gives so much latitude that resources cannot be a 
serious obstacle to CrossFit training.
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A Beginner’s Guide to CrossFit (continued...)

With a pair of 15-pound dumbbells, 9 feet of rope, and 
a pull-up bar you can adopt the CrossFit program. For 
about the cost of cable TV you can, over months, build 
a strength and conditioning facility that will support 
world-class programming.

Those disposed to handiwork have made rings, weights, 
plates, kettlebells, glute ham developers, and nearly 
every other piece of equipment we regularly use.

Space is a minor issue. CrossFitters are meeting in 
parks in Miami, building gyms in apartments and dorms, 
repurposing home garages, and corrupting the layout 
and gear of their local gyms everywhere.

The recurring themes in overcoming obstacles to 
CrossFit training are ingenuity, moderation, and 
commitment. And nowhere is this better understood 
or expressed than within the community of CrossFitters 
who have on their own undertaking, with the same 
limitations and challenges found everywhere, grabbed 
the essence of the CrossFit concept and forged their 
best fitness.

These folks are found on the CrossFit Message Board 
and their ability and willingness to help is the beginner’s 
best resource. The board’s moderators support an 
environment where experts and beginners roost in 
friendship.

Comfort

BenefitBenefit
Intensity

Here’s what I have in my garage.

Pull-up dip station $100
160lb dumbbell barbell set $100
Homemade 30lb medicine ball (basketball 
filled with sand and old t-shirts) free
Homemade 30lb kettlebell $20 for handle at 
hardware store
A 70lb sandbag $10
Free standing heavy-bag $200

- Randy

In my mind, the first $200 or so can cover something 
like 75% of the WODs and the rest aren’t too hard 
to substitute for. I spent the summer with just 
Tyler’s $80 rings and a 300 lb Olympic barbell set 
for $130.

- Mark G.

$150 BFS “Super” barbell
$250 squat stand
$170 homemade Olympic lifting platform (5 
sheets plywood + rubber
horse stall mats)
$100 pair of 10kg bumpers
$145 pair of 20kb bumpers
$55 iron plates (pair of 1.25kg, pair of 2.5kg, 
two pair 5kg)
That still leaves over $100 in the budget.

- Lincoln

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

How far can $1000 be stretched 
towards a home gym?

Get the experts’ opinions
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A Beginner’s Guide to CrossFit (continued...)

How far can $1000 be stretched towards a home gym?
Get the experts’ opinions (cont’d)

A thousand dollars. That is way too much for me. 
Most of my gym was donated, but let me add a few 
extras:

1. A variety of heavy rocks or boulders for doing 
sprints while carrying said rock. Throw ‘em, too.

2. A big military duffel bag filled with bags of rock salt. 
Rock salt is for your water softener, so the whole 
thing might cost 6 bucks for the salt and $20 for the 
duffel at an army surplus store. Shoulder this and 
walk a long way with it.

3. Some plywood (borrowed... vow to return) and a 
few pieces of 2 X 4 for a platform. A couple of pieces 
of rubber matting for where the plates hit. You can 
also use old car mats.

4. Discarded wheelbarrow shell. Loop a rope through 
the holes and you have a sled...

Go cheap.

- Danny John

Rings - $80

1.5 pood kettlebell $125

Olympic bar and bumper plates (10/25/45) - $250

Homemade medicine ball - no more than $5

Jumprope - $10

Bench - $150

Pull-up bar and dip bar - $150 each from your local 
welder

CFJ subscription - $25

- Rick W

$125 300-lb barbell set
$125 dumbbells
$150 dip/pull-up station
$100 bench
$5 medicine ball
$5 wall clock
$50 used treadmill/exercise bike (lots available)
$50 boombox
$25 CrossFit Journal
$15 jumprope
$80 power rings
$150 squat stand

That leaves a couple hundred bucks for stocking the 
fridge with quality foods.

- Fred

If you buy used you can go long way on a grand. Here’s 
what I outfitted my garage with.

Power rack w/ dip and pull-up station: $550
New 300 pound Oly weight set with bar: $99
Used Oly bar and 8- 45 pound plates at a garage 
sale: $100
Heavy bag : $50
Bag gloves: $30
Jump rope: $10
Medicine ball: $40
Used bench: $50
Adjustable thick handled dumbbells: $80.
Two used weight trees: $100
Misc: $100

Approx total: $1,209

- John Walsh
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Greg Glassman is the founder (with Lauren Glassman) of CrossFit, Inc. 
and the publisher of the CrossFit Journal.
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